
AU Strategic Plan Cheat Sheet 

Theme 1: Transform Student Lives and Better Our World 
A. Define, deliver, and promote the Alfred University brand 
B. Help our students identify their passions and develop the confidence to pursue them 
C. Prepare our graduates for professional success and societal impact 
 

Theme 2: Forge Strength through Inclusivity 
A. Build on our 181-year history of inclusivity 
B. Enhance the global and multi-cultural awareness and mix of our students 
C. Support our community 
 

Theme 3: Amplify Our Impact 
A. Build an engaged, innovative, and collaborative culture 
B. Take better care of our people and facilities 
C. Enhance the robustness of our business model 
D. Promote ownership of our plan and develop mechanisms to assess our progress 
 

Four Transformational Initiatives 
1. Leverage our community, diversity, and inclusivity 
2. Promote APEX 
3. Build a more immersive learning model 
4. Capitalize on ceramics 
 

Five Key Foundational Initiatives 
1. Build and promote the Alfred University brand 
2. Enhance student recruitment and success 
3. Strengthen alumni engagement and philanthropic investment 
4. Increase support for research and socio-economic development 
5. Build an entrepreneurial culture that empowers our people 
 

Vision 
Alfred University will be an innovative leader in the delivery of academic excellence and enduring educational 
value, preparing all students for success in their studies and throughout life. 
 

Mission 
The mission of Alfred University is to provide excellent quality and enduring value through academic and co-
curricular programming that is both intellectually challenging and practically relevant. We are culturally 
diverse and student-centered, and aim to serve an ever-changing student population. We seek students with 
the aspiration and dedication to do well for themselves and for their greater communities. Thus, we prepare 
our students with the knowledge, skills, and life-habits that will enable them to succeed, and to live lives of 
continuous personal growth and service to others. These outcomes are achieved through a commitment, by 
the entire Alfred University community, to teaching and research, the pursuit of scientific and technical 
expertise, artistic creativity, and humanistic learning. 
 

Values 
At Alfred University, we value: 



 A learning environment that promotes open exchange of ideas, critical thinking, global awareness, 
technological literacy, intellectual honesty, and community involvement; 

 A work environment that promotes open communication, recognition of achievement, and the 
development of personal potential; 

 Research and scholarship that advance the frontiers of knowledge, contribute to graduate and 
undergraduate teaching, and demonstrate creativity in all fields of endeavor; 

 Diversity in people and cultures, ideas and scholarship; 

 A campus that is safe, attractive, and promotes health and wellness; 

 A caring community that respects each individual, fosters intellectual curiosity and growth, promotes 
and models good citizenship, and encourages enlightened leadership. 

 

Brand Chapters 
1. Our Valley’s Magic 
2. Talent Incubator 
3. Top Programs to Mix and Match 
4. Maker Culture 
5. Inclusive from the Start 
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AU Libraries Mission Statement 
The Alfred University libraries will be dynamic partners in advancing the University’s teaching and research 
mission, providing the University community with the services, resources and facilities needed to support 
intellectual exploration and expansion of knowledge. The libraries will develop students’ ability to use 
information critically, ethically and effectively in order to apply those skills for independent investigation and 
learning throughout their lives. 
 

Herrick Memorial Library 
Herrick Memorial Library provides comprehensive yet straightforward access to outstanding scholarly 
resources for Alfred University’s programs in the liberal arts and sciences, education, and business. Student 
learning, whether collaborative or individual, is supported through well-designed facilities and new 
technologies. Emphasizing responsiveness, collaboration, flexibility and innovation, the Library promotes the 
spirit of free inquiry that is at the heart of intellectual experience, teaching, research, and critical skills of 
lifelong value to the University’s graduates. 
 

Samuel R. Scholes Library of Ceramics 
Scholes Library provides information services which support the mission of the New York State College of 
Ceramics at Alfred University to advance knowledge in art, science, and engineering. The library also serves 
the broader research community as a specialized center for information on ceramics and glass. We are 
dedicated to the library as both place and virtual space, offering an environment conducive to study and 
collaborative work, and resources for effective information retrieval and scholarly communication. 
 

Values 
 Free and open pursuit of knowledge 

 Support for intellectual and cultural diversity 

 Innovation, collaboration and creativity 

 Excellent Service 

 Effective Communication 



 

Alfred University Libraries Brand Platform 
TARGET AUDIENCES 
(for our Brand - may vary for specific programs or marketing obiectives) 
Primary: Faculty 
Secondary: Students 
Other: Administration, Alumni, Community, Companies, Researchers 
 
BRAND ESSENCE 
(our DNA, Heart and Soul) 
Dynamic Resource for Success 
 
BRAND PERSONALITY 
(how we behave, individually and as an organization) 
Knowledgeable 
Service-oriented 
Friendly 
Professional 
Innovative 
Collaborative 
 
BRAND PROMISE 
(What only we do that is really important to our primary audiences) 
Only the AU Libraries partner with faculty and students to create a dynamic learning environment 
where specialized resources and knowledgeable staff foster student success - at Alfred and beyond. 
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 Promoting information literacy  

o Ensure that every first year student receives information literacy instruction. 
o Provide engaging instruction that relies on current approaches to teaching information literacy 

skills. 
o Facilitate faculty-librarian collaboration and integration of information literacy into classroom 

instruction. 
o Lead campus-wide conversations about the integration of information literacy instruction into 

the curriculum. 
o Create, select, and administer appropriate mechanisms to assess student learning in 

information literacy. 

 Enhancing the user experience  
o Welcome library users to excellent facilities and top-notch information sources. 
o Design and provide user-centered services that deliver seamless access to library resource, 

facilities, and expertise. 
o Provide customer service that meets or exceeds users’ expectations. 
o Develop integrated academic services that support student success. 
o Support the continued development of the field of library science through active research and 

scholarship, professional involvement, and services. 

 Creating campus connections  
o Develop and implement a practical marketing/PR plan. 
o Identify new opportunities to connect to the campus community. 
o Foster collaboration between Alfred University Libraries. 



o Provide leadership and ensure participation in campus governance and administration. 
o Reinvigorate liaison roles to connect with faculty. 

 Managing purposeful collections  
o Identify short-and long-term collection development goals and develop policies and procedures 

for achieving those goals. 
o Expand the unique and valuable collections available at Alfred University and promote their use 

to the wider world. 
o Capture and preserve Alfred University’s institutional memory (materials of historical and 

intellectual value). 
o Encourage the use of unique collections for research and classroom instruction. 

 Supporting dynamic library spaces  
o Create and maintain comfortable, clean, well-furnished, flexible spaces suited to user needs. 
o Develop library programming that makes the libraries a center for intellectual discussion. 

 Creating a vibrant work culture 
o Recruit and retain a diverse and talented staff. 
o Plan for current and future staffing needs. 
o Enhance AU Libraries’ student worker program 
o Create and maintain an attractive work environment. 
o Promote ongoing professional development. 

 

Recommendations from Jenica’s Final Report – AU Libraries Reorganization 
1. Choose a new administrative structure for the Libraries. 
2. Rebrand internally and to the community as Alfred University Libraries. 
3. Establish new Teams and Committees on the General Services model. 
4. Create a resource pool from the salary savings of retiring employees, and implement a minimum wage 

competitiveness plan for AU Libraries. 
5. Immediately begin implementing the reorganizations suggested in Appendix 2. 
6. Identify the specific concerns of employees and provide institutional answers to address those 

concerns. 
7. Rewrite all position descriptions to reflect the complexity and impact of the work of each position, and 

ensure that all responsibilities are included, not just those traditionally assigned to that “job”. 
8. Begin a compensation review of AU Libraries librarians and staff immediately upon completion of 

position description rewrites. 
9. Develop salary benchmarks for all positions as a result of the compensation review, to be applied to all 

new hires at all ranks. 
10. Move all librarians to 12 month tenure-track positions with appropriate increases in salary. 
11. Develop a Memorandum of Understanding between the AU Provost and the AU Libraries that outlines 

the University’s commitment to the hiring and retention goals of the AU Libraries. 
12. Begin a broad and deep strategic planning process inclusive of examination of mission, setting strategic 

goals, developing short term goals, and implementing an action and assessment plan. 
13. Build a marketing plan that reflects the identity and goals of the strategic plan,and showcases the 

current successes and services and opportunities of the near term goals of the AU Libraries. 
14. Develop an assessment calendar designed to gather ongoing data about needs and successes from 

many stakeholder communities. 
15. Ensure that professional development resources are available to all librarians and staff, at all levels of 

responsibility, to successfully reach future goals. 
16. Evaluate the impact of additional reorganizations, and implement as appropriate. 
17. Intentionally and fairly consider and discuss the implications of one library vs.two libraries. 


